Dormcon Looks at Year Full of Change

By Orli G. Bahcall
ASSOCIATE NEWS EDITOR

Dormitory Council elected Christopher H. Barron '97 as president and Jen Peltz '98 as vice president in its annual elections, held last week.

Dormcon — the group that represents dormitories and their concerns on campus — has been involved in a number of wide-ranging decisions over the past year, and will face more challenges in the coming year, including patching plans of the previous officers, student government organization on campus, "mob scene and flagrant rushing," and reinstating a house tax, Lakshminarayanan said.

"Rush rules will be clearer," Barron hopes to ensure that the freshmen during Residence and Orientation Week — from dormitory use during rush and withdrew from the Mediations Committee.

Last year Dormcon also eliminated Clearinghouse — the computerized system used to keep track of freshmen during Residence and Orientation Week — from dormitory use during rush and withdrew from the Mediations Committee.

Rush rules will be clearer as rush chair of Senior House last year, Barron realized that rush was very difficult from a rules and policy standpoint in that "people in the dorms never really understood why they had to provide the service of Clearinghouse," he said.

The main problems with rush are that there is no one group in charge and that the rules haven't been clear Barron said. Medcom, RCA, and the Campus Police were all announcing rush rules, and all three groups had the power to shut down an event, he said.

Next year R/O will benefit from the absence of Clearinghouse in that freshmen will "not have to constantly badgered to check in," Lakshminarayanan said. R/O workers will be free to devote time to help plan dorm events, she said.

The proposal intends to address the conflict between MIT's non-discrimination policy and the Department of Defense's discriminatory "don't ask, don't tell" policy on gays. MIT's relationship with ROTC has been under review for the past several years because of this conflict.

As rush for the Class of 2000 began with a look at some of the changes during rush, and relax rules for freshmen out to eat and return them to campus, according to Assistant Director of Housing and Food Services to reopen Baker and Next House dining halls, discussing the future of food service on campus, and reinstating a house tax, Lakshminarayanan said.

IFC, Administration Consider New Rush Rules

By Rochelle Tung

As rush for the Class of 2000 draws closer, administrators and students involved with Residence and Orientation Week are considering several substantial revisions to some activities during R/O.

IFC plans for dry rush have been under consideration to allow all hours an equal chance to get freshmen at the same time. The two main problems are the "mob scene and flagrant rushing," said Joseph M. Lee '97, Interfraternal Council rush chair. One suggestion is that a definitive ending time be set prior to the actual event, Lee said.
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Following Debate, ROTC Task Force Revising Proposal

By Daniel C. Stevenson
STAFF REPORTER

A sparsely-attended meeting last night provided a forum for discussion of proposed changes to the ROTC program.

In a report issued at the March faculty meeting three weeks ago, the ROTC task force recommended that MIT create a model ROTC program that incorporates gays into all of its aspects.

The task force has been working to revise its recommendations in response to the flurry of criticism and questions voiced since the proposal's release.

The numbers reflect the fact that women and minorities are the two groups with the lowest acceptance yield, according to Assistant Director of Admissions Ana L. Oliveira '90.

"With limited resources and space, those are the groups we target to attend," the event, Oliveira said. "But we encourage others to call and set up an overnight visit."

The proposal intends to address the conflict between MIT's non-discrimination policy and the Department of Defense's discriminatory "don't ask, don't tell" policy on gays. MIT's relationship with ROTC has been under review for the past several years because of this conflict.

At the two-hour open meeting in Room 34-101 last night, about 15 ROTC task force members and concerned students and faculty members debated the merits of the model plan.
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Earlier this year Dormcon pulled out of Medcom, a mediating committee set aside for upperclassmen to take freshmen out to dinner — in response to problems last R/O.

In the fall event, upperclassmen rushed uncontrollably from Kresge Oval to collect freshmen before the end of Project Move Off Your Assumptions, their traditional cue. Campus Police had to be called in to contain the crowd.

"I thought there was going to be a riot," said Mark A. Herschberg G, a member of the R/O Judicial Committee.

Several proposals are now under consideration to allow all hours an equal chance to get freshmen at the same time. The two main problems are the "mob scene and flagrant rushing," said Joseph M. Lee '97, Interfraternal Council rush chair. One suggestion is that a definitive ending time be set prior to the actual event, Lee said.

But the confusion that surrounds MOYA — which involves a total of over 1300 hundred freshmen and MOYA leaders arrayed across Briggs Field — makes it almost impossible to abide by a declared time, Herschberg said.

Another suggestion is to let MOYA leaders take freshmen to different groups of dinner hosts. These groups, each with a list of specific freshmen, would take the newcomers out to eat and return them to campus, according to Jablonski.

The emphasis then is on "changing the nature of Thursday Night Dinners and changing the nature of how upperclassmen students get assigned to take freshmen out to dinner," Jablonski said.

Hopefully, it "will be a better experience for freshmen," she said. "It will be a welcome to MIT, not to rush," said Jablonski said.

IFC discussing plans for dry rush.

One major change the IFC is presently considering is making rush completely alcohol-free. Both sororities and dormitories already have dry rush.

As the rules regarding dry rush stand right now, all fraternity members excluding freshmen are allowed to drink during R/O. Her...
Israel's Retaliatory Strike Hits Beirut for First Time Since 1990

By Jonathan C. Randal

The Washington Post

A brief wump of flying smoke... and we are going right back to more miserable spring weather today! A cold front will bring us the elusive Unambomer the one time he is believed to have been sighted while plowing a berm. And the sweatshirt and asphalt were a prominent feature of a sketch of the suspected Unambomer that has been circulated since February 1987, when a worker at a Salt Lake City driveway crew said that he saw a man with a mustache, dark glasses and a sweatshirt put something underneath the wheel of her car in the store's parking lot. The woman is believed by authorities to be the only person to see the Unambomer up close. Of course, we are going to be looking for the effects of the Unambomer. The Unambomer's victim, the woman is believed to have been a plant, industry officials said.

HIV-Like Viruses Might Be Tool For Gene Therapy, Research Shows

The phenomena that make the AIDS virus such a cunning and effective enemy may make it a viable tool for gene therapy, new research indicates.

Friday's issue of the Journal Science, a team from the Salk Institute in La Jolla, Calif., and the Whitehead Institute for Biomedical Research in Cambridge, Mass., shows that certain slow-acting viruses such as the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) that causes AIDS can be exploited to change the genetic content of cells that are difficult or impossible to target by conventional gene therapy. The scientists conclude that the first defects in the virus' genetic makeup, in the patients' genes, are often employed as viruses as the "vector" (or "carrier") of the genetic material. Researchers say that cell surfaces and inserting viral genes in place of the cells' normal genetic material may lead to more effective gene therapies.

Scientists splice the desired human genes into a modified form of HIV and then try to insert them into the cells' genetic code. But the virus is sometimes unable to do this. In some cases, the virus is not even able to replicate. In others, it is able to replicate but only in a limited number of cells. In still others, it is able to replicate and cause disease but is not able to spread to other cells. In a series of experiments, researchers showed that the virus was able to replicate in cells and insert viral genes in place of the cells' normal genetic material.
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7-Year-Old Pilot Crashes, Kiling 3 and Ending Cross-Country Quest

By Tom Kemworth

HERMON, WYOMING

A little girl and her big dream died together in a crash in Wyoming Thursday.

Jessica Dubreuil, a 7-year-old pilot from Pittsfield, Calif., taking off on the second leg of an audacious quest to become the youngest person to complete a round-trip flight across the country, was killed early Thursday when the single-engine plane she was on crashed shortly after takeoff from Cheyenne Airport.

Her father, Lloyd Dubreuil, 57, and her flight instructor, Jon Reel, also died in the crash. A 10-year-old girl, not yet identified, was also on board and also died in the crash.

Two witnesses said the four-seat Cessna 177 appeared in trouble and its engine began to sputter moments before it crashed.

The FAA said it will reexamine its policies on allowing young children to take the controls.

Airports officials here said they did not know if the child was in controls of the dual-control Cessna when it crashed at 8:24 a.m. (10:24 a.m. EDT).

Flying at such a young age was one of the innovations of an upbringing that Jessica's parents have described as centered around real-life experiences rather than a sheltered lifestyle.

"It was trying to gain altitude but was never in control. It was in trouble as soon as it was in the air," said Tom Johnson, an insurance representative in Pittsfield who witnessed the crash. "Somehow, it left the ground, went into a slow, mushy type of takeoff," he said.

Johnson said the crash immediately revived a debate over the propriety of allowing very young pilots to fly.

"I'm the culprit," the pilot told the Examiner, "I'm the one who said they could fly that plane." He added that he had witnessed the takeoff.

The FAA said it will reexamine its policy on allowing young children to take the controls.

Scientists Identify Protein that Leads to Many of Aging's Symptoms

By Thomas H. Maugh II

Scientists have identified a human gene that causes many of the symptoms of aging, providing researchers with their first peek into the secrets that control the natural chemical processes that produce the frailty and disability of old age.

Ironically, they found the gene in young people who suffer from a rare and deadly disease that produces premature aging. Victims of Werner's syndrome are remarkably young, but they are still young adults, but they also suffer a vast array of age-related ailments despite their youth.

"This is a beginning," said Nancy J. Hoell, chief of the institute's biology of aging branch, "but it is the best we have. We hope this will help us to tell us about the involvement of DNA metabolism in normal aging." She also said, "It is a kind of Holy Grail of aging research," Schellenberg said. In understanding how the gene works, he added, their goal is "not necessarily for the benefit of the patient, but to help people age in a healthier way.

Because the defective gene appears to be so closely involved in the development of aging and many of its symptoms, scientists hope that understanding how it works could lead to new treatments for aging and many of its complications.

"Werner's is not going after the gene to cure Werner's," Galas said. "We're interested in what it will tell us about DNA metabolism and aging and heart disease.

In addition, he said, "It is excessive, meaning that a child must inherit a defective copy from each parent to develop the disease. While many as 1 in 200 people may carry a single copy of the defective gene, these people may not develop Werner's or the other pathways" to cancer and other diseases, even though they do not develop Werner's.

"Werner's is an upper-ran- ning disease in the world," the gene, Sandhoff agreed. "We have a full (of research) ahead of us, but it has really opened the door," he said.

Robert J. Harwood Jr. appeared offering little information about his daughter, but he said he was living in Rhode Island and was elected chairman Wednesday.

"It was the best decision for me and my family," interim President David D. Schellenberg of the Seattle VA Medical Center and his colleagues at the University of Washington's new Darwin Molecular Corp. report in Friday's edition of the journal Science.

"The newly discovered gene is the blueprint for a protein called a helicase, molecular biologist Gerald S. Sandhoff's success suggests a new era in treating aging, cancer and Alzheimer's disease.

Scientists Say Artificial Flooding of Grand Canyon a Big Success

By Charles Babington

WASHINGTON

Scientists say artificial flooding of the Grand Canyon is a big success.

"It's a very successful resolution to this case," FBI agents told the Examiner, "We have a perfect copy of the aging process," Hershay told the Examiner. "It's a perfect copy of the aging process." On Tuesday, Lloyd Dubreuil said he was inspired by another young person's cross-country flight several years ago, and when Jessica expressed an interest in flying, he decided to give her a chance to take his place in such a flight.

"I'm the culprit," the Associated Press quoted him as saying.

But he also said his daughter was the impetus. "She dragger her hammer and took a whack," rather than being pushed by her parents, AP quoted him as saying. Her interest in flying led her to begin her parents gave her an airplane ride for her sixth birthday.

The Internal Revenue Service had received slightly more than 67 million of the 116 million returns it expects this year, down 1.1 percent from last year, as of a week ago, the latest number available.

The number of refunds approved stood at 46.5 million, up 6.6 percent, from last year. So far has been 812,425, up 14.5 percent from last year's 518,078.

Many laggards, of course, face a taxing weekend and a check to Uncle Sam at the last minute. According to the IRS, the government has opened the floodgate of one of its own dams in order to repair some of the damage done to river canyon denied their natural flow for many years.

Johns Hopkins Student Dies at Friend's Hands over Republican Club Election

By Charles Babington

BALTIMORE

Robert J. Harwood Jr. appeared offering little information about his daughter, but he said he was living in Rhode Island and was elected chairman Wednesday.

"I'm the culprit," the pilot told the Examiner, "I'm the one who said they could fly that plane." He added that he had witnessed the takeoff.

Moments after Res T. Chao, 19, of Westlake Village, Calif., took off Thursday night, Harwood followed him out the same corridor building, finally shot him and then took off, authorities said.

Harwood is the same man who last month did what it was designed to do, according to experts, to send restorations and extending and enlarging beaches and wildlife habitat.

"The success exceeds the most optimistic hopes of the scientists," said, and, Inter-View Secretary Bubbi Bubb, who triggered the work- longer gusher that totaled 360,000 acres of rushing water — about the amount that the city of Los Angeles consumes in seven months. Journalists and environmental and education decla- ration who were in charge of the flood, Bubbitt made his remarks during a Listen, Baltimore, New York.

Cannon beaches and sand bars grew by about 30 percent, say scientists who observed the flood from different vantage points along the Chesapeake Bay coast.
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I have seen many, lengthy arguments against the ROTC task force's recommendations, but I have not seen much support for the job that the task force did. I would like to take this chance to give my personal views on the issue. I am in favor of their decision and their recommendation to which they have gone to see both sides of the issue and gather facts.

I think the task force has come up with a good solution to a very difficult problem. Compromise must be sought, and this is the right direction, admitting open gays into the ROTC program while maintaining the respect and honor of our country.

In conclusion, removing ROTC would do more harm than good in MIT's attempt to influence the DoD. I think that action would severe any chance at all to influence further legislation on this issue. I am in favor of their decision to publish their disagreement with the editorial.

Guest Column by Christopher J. Sarton

I would like to close with a plug aimed at every modern invention relies on the manipulation of thumbs. From the daily thumb such mindless chores as clicking the space bar or maybe honking the horn. While this at may seem insignificant, they are far from it.

Perhaps the only ubiquitous technology that is thumb-friendly these days is the remote control of the television. It's not that television is not an important aspect of our culture suffers. Ironically, this fluke allows everyone access to television on the remote via four-fingered flaps at the end of each arm.

As we drift away from remote controls, a symbol of the chronic laziness that affects a large portion of the population is that there are many complex digital devices that use the thumb as a formula. How remote control, a symbol of the chronic laziness that affects a large portion of the population is that there are many complex digital devices that use the thumb as a formula.
Filing State and Federal Taxes Shouldn't Be a Pain

Column by Eva Moy

What's the easiest way to file your taxes? Ask your parents to do it! Seriously, Monday is the deadline — the dreaded April 15 — for federal income tax returns. Maybe you have already filed your return, or intend to do it this weekend. Or maybe you don't even know where to pick up the forms.

Disclaimer: If you invent in stocks or own a house or are a small farmer, then you probably already know how to do your complicated taxes. Flip back to World & Nation.

When I filed my first tax return freshman year I was worried about all sorts of little details. Should I use the 1040 or 1040A or 1040EZ form? What are all those "schedules"? Should I file on paper or electronically? How do I find a copy of the Virginia tax forms?

Or an even more basic question: Am I a resident of Massachusetts because I'm here for most of the year, or am I a Virginia resident because I'm still a student?

I went to the post office and the library looking for all the right forms. Sometimes the smaller branches run out of forms early. I read every page of the instructions and double checked all of my numbers. I compared the results for the different 1040 forms. They were the same.

I made sure when I stapled the W-2 and 1099 forms in the right places that the main 1040 form would still tri-fold correctly. Then I counted everything, made sure the whole thing still weighed under 1 ounce — I wouldn't want it to be sent back because of insufficient postage — and sent it off.

In the next few years, I must admit that I've become more lax about the whole process and have even made a few mistakes in the calculations (in my favor). Once I assembled all the various pieces of paper, it would only take me an hour or two to finish. Maybe I was just lucky. Or maybe students' taxes are incredibly simple after all.

This year, however, is one of my last in the world of the 1040EZ form. I forced my left to keep all of my receipts (although they're still in a huge pile somewhere in my room) and started keeping track of my expenses on my computer. Maybe I'll learn some good habits for when I enter the real world and hopefully make more than $10,000-15,000 per year.

So, anyway, if you haven't done your return yet, invite a few friends over on Monday, watch the marathon for a while, and then finally sort out all those little pieces of paper. As for me, I've already gotten back all of my tax refunds.

Do you feel like flaming?

Let your voice be heard.

Send letters to letters@the-tech.mit.edu

---

April 12, 1996
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Low price doesn't guarantee good spaghetti at OSF

THE OLD SPAGHETTI FACTORY
44 Pittsburgh St.

By Aaron R. Prazan

W e know what to expect whenever Frances Zeffirelli makes a movie. It will be a literary adaptation, an example of art — produced with in an inch of life, rarefied, ethereal, mostly it will be impervious to its audience. It will resemble its stagings of operas, try ing to make up with lavish display what it lacks in soul. The good news is that Jane Eyre will not be a plain young woman who unconsciously looks into the power of a few other pasta and meat combinations like Ravioli Chicken Parme san. Portions are enough to satisfy, but not overfilling. A huge dining room means little food, even for larger numbers of people. The place has a certain railroad station charm to it. There is a high ceiling of thick timbers reminiscent of a 19th century Junction. There is even a trolley car inside. In truth, the building is a great place for a restaurant, but architecture and low prices are the right mix of factors that makes a place great. Food is the real life and livelihood of a good restaurant. With a menu consisting of mostly spaghetti, it seems like the chefs at the Facto ry can’t go wrong. All they need is a spicy marinara sauce with a touch of wine, lots of garlic, and some good cuts of meat for fantastic spaghetti. Instead, there was a watery, bland sauce with no character. It even arrived at the table cold. As mentioned, better sauce sits in the jars on Laverlie’s shelves. In addition, the included beverage I got turned out to be sour milk. It was replaced promptly with a small warm skim milk that tasted only slightly fresher. As for the other extras, I can only really compliment the bread. Crusty, yeasty, and served warm, the bread was unrelated satisf ying. Every meal comes with a salad, and the OSF has room for improvement there, too. Salads are extremely simple; iceberg lettuce swimming in dressing. Extra greens, more vegetables, or any sign of creative preparation would have been nice. Dessert was ice cream. I had Spumoni, a traditional Italian flavor, and it was decent. In fact, I could have enjoyed a whole bowl except that the dessert dishes at the OSF are short-glass sized. For a marathoner, the OSF delivers carbohydrates, but the food lover is sadly forgotten. In summary, The OSF is not recommended. I went with high hopes and was disappointed. It is possible that I caught a bad day, but the fact that such a simple meal as spaghetti went so badly is not a testament to quality. The OSF, therefore, continues the tradition of an eternal truth: “You get what you pay for.” For better pastas go anywhere in the North End and leave the wharf to seafood.

By Stephen Brophy

Jane Eyre
Directed by Franco Zeffirelli
Starring William Hurt, Anna Paquin, and Charlotte Gainsborough.
One Kendall Square, Cambridge.

Charlotte Bronte published her most popu lar novel in 1847, and it hasn’t been out of print since. Its early chapters, which detail young Jane’s orphanhood, ill treatment at the hands of rich relatives, and eventual consign ment to a strict girl’s school, find partial foundation in some of the details of Bronte’s own life. But the rest — the job as governess to an illegitimate child, the hesitant slide into romance with Mr. Rochester, the child’s tem peramental father, and the Gothic extravagance of the secret in the attic — are purely Bronte’s imagination. Like most people who have adapted this story to film, Zeffirelli shrinks the earlier part of the tale to magnify the excesses of the later, which is too bad, because it means we only get to watch the delightful Anna Paquin as the young Jane for about twenty minutes. Paquin’s graceful performance is as much ballet as acting; perhaps it is a touch too stylized, but it is lovely nonetheless. Fortunately, when Jane grows up and Charlotte Gainsborough takes over the role, she does not disappoint the expectations planted by Paquin. Charlotte Bronte imagined her heroine to be a plain young woman who unconsciously beguiles Rochester with her independence, strong will, and readiness. Gainsborough plays her quietly, but with considerable force. She would not be called conventionally attractive, but manages to project her own unique beauty as she gives in to her love and discovers she is loved in return. She is also completely believable whenever called on to take a stand, whether about the treatment of her illegitimate lover or the seeming duplicity of her lover. Rochester is portrayed by William Hurt with less devices from his bag of irritating theatrics than usual. Hurt is the only American actor in a mostly British ensemble, but manages not to seem entirely out of place. Joan Plowright appears as Mr. Rochester’s sympathetic housekeeper and Jane’s friend — her presence is always a plus, even in films of lesser merit. The rest of the well chosen cast, especially Amanda Root and Samuel West, who appeared in last year’s Persuasion, recalls to us the pleasures of other recent adaptations of British fiction. It is ultimately the actors who save Jane Eyre from the excesses of its director. The cinematography and production design emphasize brightness and details — and too much of both. The overly stylized soundtrack was created by a committee of three composers, and is plopped on predictably whenever any emotion is expressed. But Bronte’s characters, as inter preted by this company, manage to rise above it all.

THE ARTS
just after World War II the roses in this paradise still hold Kendall Square.

be separated in the past can be brought those who are left behind have to mix and lovers grow older and die, and thorns. At these reasons turn over, friends matriarchal never-never land, however

Steve Buscemi and Peter Stormare are hired for a kidnapping in Fargo.

Russell and Steven Segal, who must sneak aboard the plan to defuse the bomb. Although the ending is never in question, Executive Decision keeps us hooked from one climax to the next with surprising efficiency.

**** Leaving Las Vegas

**** Faithful

It's Margaret's (Cher) 20th wedding anniversary and her husband has hired a hit- man to kill her. Tony (Chazz Palminteri) is to break into the couple's home, tie her up, and wait for a phone call from the husband telling Tony he is far enough away to have his alibi. This leaves Tony and Margaret an hour to save her life. A magnificently open-hearted feminist vision of a way the world could be if men were not always struggling to dominate it. This epic magical-reality story begins just after World War II and culminates the day after tomorrow. It's not some martyr's never-never land, however — the roses in this paradise still hold thorns. As the seasons turn over, friends and lovers grow older and die, and those who are left behind have to mix and lovers grow older and die, and thorns. At these reasons turn over, friends matriarchal never-never land, however

The American version of the French farce La Cage aux Folles succeeds on many levels, thanks in part to the excellent performances of Robin Williams and Nathan Lane. Armand (Williams), the owner and musical director of nightclub in Miami's South Beach section, while his lover Albert (Lance) is the diva-in-drag who's the star performer at the club. The trouble starts when Armand's son (Dann Futterman) starts courting the daughter of a conservative U.S. Senator (Hankackman) whose election platform is steeped in "moral order" and "family values." By the time the film reaches its climactic, comic showdown between the two families, the message of "family" and the characters' follies are so skillfully exploited that one overlooks the expected degrees of slapstick, even when resorting to grotesque stereotypes. Director Mike Nichols and screenwriter Elaine May have struck the appropriate comic and social chords for this film to hit a witty, bittersweet and intelligent film. - Scott C. DeKin. Sony Copley.

**1/2 Executive Decision

Muslim terrorists hijack a passenger plane en route to Washington and demand money and the release of their spiritual leader. But theigon soon learns the real plan: to crash the plane, loaded with a deadly nerve toxin, into the capital, instantly killing himself and destroying the nation, and sending a deadly plume of gas over much of the eastern seaboard. Enter Kurt

THE ZORANY INSTITUTE FOR CONTEMPORARY ARMEI\NIAN RESEARCH & DOCUMENTATION, INC. with the co-sponsorship of THE ARMENIAN CLUB of MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY invites the public to attend the ZORANY INSTITUTE OPEN UNIVERSITY SEMINAR SERIES

DR. ARLENE VOSKIAN DRAZIAN
The Construction of Gender Issues in Armenian American Communities

Dr. Avakian is Associate Professor of Women's Studies at the University in Massachusetts in Amherst and author of Lion Woman's Legacy: An Armenian-American Memoir; Through the Keyhole: Women, Feminist Identities & Culinary Transgressions; and Afro-American Women and the Vote 1837-1965.

Registration Fee: $15, $10 for students and seniors with ID. MIT students and faculty free with ID.

Mail advance registration to: Zoryan Institute, 19 Day Street, Cambridge, MA 02140. For more information call: 617-497-6713.
Find out just how much fun the road ahead of you can be. If there’s anything more fun than driving a Volkswagen, it’s driving one with a bike on top. Our new Jetta comes with a 21-speed, customized Trek performance mountain bike securely fastened with an all-purpose roof rack.

It’s the limited edition Jetta Trek. 5 on the floor, 21 on the roof. Just one of the Volkswagen models designed to help you connect back to the world. Like the Jetta Trek, our Golf hatchback, Cabrio convertible, and Passat are all German engineered. So everything about driving them feels different.

And now Volkswagen has affordable lease and finance options for graduating seniors and recent grads. In fact, a Jetta Trek lease starts as low as $0 down/$225 a month.

And when you take any Volkswagen for a spin before June 30, you’ll get SPIN magazine’s selection of hot driving tunes. Free.

On the road of life there are passengers and there are drivers.
Without Tenure, Wolfe Leaves

Six years after decision, questions about tenure process continue

By Yaron Koren

Few parts of the MIT administrative system are as mysterious to the tenure process as the tenure committee, which alone has the power to approve tenure, Litster said. It's an "extremely rigorous process," he said.

Six years ago, it was the turn of then-associate professor of brain and cognitive sciences Jeremy M. Wolfe PhD '81 to be considered for tenure. He was rejected.

While tenure rejections occur frequently, the circumstances surrounding the decision on Wolfe were anything but normal. Wolfe was known as a distinguished researcher and had an institute-wide reputation as an excellent teacher. In 1989, Wolfe received the coveted Baker Teaching Award - the only Institute award whose recipients are nominated by undergraduate students.

The award has since acquired a reputation as the kiss of death for professors seeking tenure. Conventional wisdom is that professors strong in teaching are perceived as weak on research - the more important of the two as far as tenure is concerned - and are therefore denied.

Wolfe's main class - Introduction to Psychology (9.00) - had an attendance of roughly 300 and "was regularly oversubscribed by 100 to 150 students," Wolfe said. The students in the fall 1994 9.00 class gave Wolfe an overall rating of 6.5 out of a possible 7.0 in the Course Evaluation Guide.

Wolfe was clearly admired by his colleagues in the Department of Brain and Cognitive Sciences; he was unanimously nominated for tenure by his department's committee.

The central unanswered question is why Wolfe was denied tenure. The department, which is now part of the School of Science, at the time fell under the jurisdiction of the Whitaker College. It was this college whose council made the final, unexpected decision to deny Wolfe tenure.

Wolfe leaves for Harvard

In 1991, Wolfe left MIT to accept a post at Harvard as an associate professor of ophthalmology; he is currently a researcher at Harvard Medical School's Center for Clinical Cancer Research. Although he left for Harvard, Wolfe continued to teach 9.00 at MIT as a visiting associate professor.

Wolfe said he feels like he has fair tenure in his new role at Harvard. "It's a little odd to be a psychologist in the ophthalmology department, but I have the resources and the computer to do my own particular research," he said. "Being in Boston in my particular field is very good because I can get together with other people [in my field], and we chat regularly."

The one aspect of his former life that Wolfe misses most is the lecturing and interaction with students. "I'm perfectly happy to be doing research, but it's a little like leaving out one of five courses out of a five-course meal," Wolfe said.

He calls it a "cheap irony" that "there are lots of people who would love to have a post and excellent research facilities and not have to talk to undergraduates at all. Which is exactly what I'm doing, except that I'm actually interested in teaching."

Several explanations for the decision

The central unanswered question is why Wolfe was denied tenure. Wolfe, Page 13

There's nothing quite like the feeling of an environment that's dynamic and focused on innovative technology. Technology that generates exciting products that are better, cheaper, faster, smaller. That's work on the cutting-edge. That's the origin of VLSI.

And, there's nothing quite like the feeling of being part of a Class 1 Fab Team that is expanding! Our San Antonio wafer fab is a world class wafer manufacturing facility. Come see for yourself what work on the cutting-edge feels like. Check out these San Antonio opportunities.

San Antonio Class 1 Fab Openings

Process Engineers
Photolithography • Etch • Thin Films • Implant Diffusion • CMP

Responsibility for characterization and optimization of 0.5 micron and below multi-layer processes, yield enhancement, and cycle time reduction as well as improvement of existing processes, SPC, DOE and support of wafer manufacturing, Dept. PE.

Device/Yield Engineers

Responsible for yield analysis/improvement on CMOS 0.5 micron and below cell-based and gate-array products, including process and device characterization, test chip design, failure analysis, new product introduction/sanitation and fab technical interface. Will also mentor and improve device parametric data to ensure consistent product performance, Dept. DE.

Additional opportunities available:
Production Supervisor • Systems administrator • Facilities Technicians

All positions require a technical degree and 2+ years industry experience. Outstanding compensation package including relocation assistance is offered.

Send resume to: VLSI Technology, Inc.
Attn: Human Resources, Dept. code [listed above]
251 Westover Hills Boulevard, San Antonio, TX 78251.
Fax: (210) 522-7440

Pre-employment drug screening is required. EOE M/F/D/V

Belle E. Wang '99 observes the display in Lobby 7.

Larry's Chinese Restaurant
302 Massachusetts Ave., Cambridge
Orders to go, or dining in
FREE DELIVERY TO THE M.I.T. CAMPUSS—$10 MINIMUM
Luncheon Specials served daily, 11:30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m., starting at $4.25 Special Dinner Plate (just $4.95 all day long)
[For dine-in customers only] $10 minimum purchase
Call 492-3179 or 492-3170

ATTENTION SENIORS

POSITION AVAILABLE in the ADMISSIONS OFFICE as an ADMISSIONS COUNSELOR for INFORMATION SERVICES

The Office of Admissions is now accepting applications for the position of Admissions Counselor for Information Services. This is a one year full-time position beginning in July, 1996 (some flexibility is possible).

Duties include:
• assisting with database and programming tasks
• helping with the planning of future computer services
• engaging in general admissions work as time allows

Applications are available in the Admissions Office, 3-108, from Robin Dey and should be returned no later than May 1, 1996.

Note: This is for 1996 (January or June) MIT graduates.
By Fenny Lin
STAFF REPORTER

A number of students filed complaints with Campus Police last week concerning harassing phone calls from a male identifying himself as a staff member of Nightline, MIT's confidential peer listening group.

Campus Police got the earliest report of such calls last Wednesday, said Chief of Police Anne P. Glavin. In all, ten such incidents have been reported.

While police do not have evidence pinpointing the caller's identity, they believe that a single individual is responsible for impersonating Nightline. No particular group is being targeted for these calls, Glavin said.

The complaints are still under investigation, Glavin said. "We encourage people who get called to let us know. It's hard when people don't come forward with their information."

"We were definitely very concerned about it and wanted to respond to it directly," said one of this year's Nightline coordinators, who requested not to be identified so as to preserve the anonymity associated with the group.

Jessica A. Walko '97 received one of these anonymous calls at 4 o'clock in the morning last week. The call lasted about two minutes, during which the caller said that he was concerned that she was having academic problems.

"I didn't feel really threatened, it was just strange," Walko said. According to student reports, the caller had attempted to acquire information about the students' personal relationships, academic problems, and emotional and mental state.

Nightline is a volunteer peer listening group run entirely by students, the coordinator said. It maintains strict confidentiality of all calls made by students to discuss their problems, and its staffers never call students, the coordinator said.

Any student receiving a call from someone claiming to be from Nightline should file a report with the Campus Police, Glavin said. They are suggesting that people not tell the caller any personal information.

Anyone with information about the harassing phone caller can contact the Campus Police Special Services Unit at x-9721 or x-9723.
This is the one
time you won't mind being carded.

Be one of the first 1,000 students to flash your valid college ID, along with $25 in mall receipts, at CambridgeSide Galleria on Saturday, April 13 or Sunday, April 14, and we’ll give you a bonus mall gift certificate worth five bucks! Also check into our College Sweepstakes.

You could win an AMTRAK trip for two anywhere in the Northeast*, a FREE Graduation Celebration cruise for you and your friends with the Charles Riverboat Company, and other great prizes. Saturday, don’t miss exciting Rollerblade demos with Olympia Sports Extreme (rain date, Sunday). For details, check out the College Headquarters on Level 1. See, you haven’t even graduated and your education is already paying off! *No purchase necessary.

Maximize
Your Scores
With...

THE PRINCETON REVIEW

Courses meet in Cambridge
Call today: 617/558-2828

---

By H. Ayala

---

Off Course

IF YOU ARE SERIOUS ABOUT GETTING IN SHAPE BEFORE THE SPRING/Formal, YOU WILL HAVE TO SPEND A LOT OF TIME IN HERE.

WEIGHT ROOM

NEVER MIND THE SMELL, NATCH YOUR HEAD OR YOU’LL HIT A LIVE NICE OR SOMETHING SHARP.

THIS IS THE BENCH PRESS. WE’LL START YOU WITH SOMETHING LIGHT SO YOU SHOULDN’T HAVE NO PROBLEMS LIFTING IT OK?

HEY, CHECK OUT THE GIRL ON THE LIFESTYLE.
service union stretched on, members of Yale's Student Labor Action Committee announced last Monday that they would launch a class-action suit against the university for services not rendered because of the lack of service staff.

As the strike continued into yester-
day, union workers maintained their demand that union work should not be subcontracted to non-union workers.

Students on the committee also said that they would try to disrupt the school's final exams and programs. Participants said that they would withhold their tuition fees in a trust fund for the duration of the strike. Committee members also said that they were calling alums and asking them to withhold donations to the Yale-quarter century fund. Administrators are calling the action "regrettable."

[The Daily News, April 1, 11]

Harvard, Princeton return funds

Princeton and Harvard Universi-
ties agreed Wednesday to return investment profits to the Founda-
tion for New Era Philanthropy.

New Era attracted donations from a number of wealthy donors and other non-profit groups by promising to donate as much as 10 percent of its profits to charity. The program is expected to raise $4 million a year for the next five years.

The data released, however, indi-
cated that the new system was not flawless. Although the sophomore class is 55 percent female, one dorm, Pforzheimer, was given a class that was only 30 percent female. Other dormitories showed a 50/50 split.

As the strike continued into ye-
sterday, union workers maintained their demand that union work should not be subcontracted to non-union workers.

Students on the committee also said that they would try to disrupt the school's final exams and programs. Participants said that they would withhold their tuition fees in a trust fund for the duration of the strike. Committee members also said that they were calling alums and asking them to withhold donations to the Yale-quarter century fund. Administrators are calling the action "regrettable."

[The New York Times, April 11]

Harvard randomized dormitories

Harvard University released sta-
tistics last Tuesday on the results of its attempt to randomize housing assignments. House masters hoped that the plan would increase the diversity of interests in the houses and help them break out of their tra-
tional images.

The data released, however, indi-
cated that the new system was not flawless. Although the sophomore class is 55 percent female, one dorm, Pforzheimer, was given a class that was only 30 percent female. Other dormitories showed a 50/50 split.
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Questions Remain On Tenure Decision

Wolfe, from Page 9

Professor of Chemical Engineering Kenneth A. Smith '58, who chaired the Whittaker committee that gave Wolfe the final thumbs-down, refused to give an explanation, saying only that "in retrospect... I'd say there are cases where we've gone on to regret our decision."

"Overall, the tenure process works pretty well," Smith said. "I think it's probably a mistake to speak about individual cases," he added.

After years, and especially in light of Wolfe's denial, people have charged that the tenure decision process tends to reward world-class researchers and not great teachers.

Litster conceded there is some truth to this. "In general, research is more important" in the decision process, he said. "But if you look back 20 years ago, research was a lot more important than it is now" in comparison to teaching ability.

"It's gotten tougher because I think the teaching standards have been raised while research standards have remained the same," Litster said.

Smith agreed. "There's a little truth in that. It's certainly fair to say that it's easier to measure research experience than teaching experience," he said. But "over the last 15 years, the weight given to teaching has been steadily increasing," he said.

Even Wolfe waxed philosophical about the tenure process. "Tenure processes are always going to be a bit strange," he said. "I'm not thrilled with the way mine worked out, but it's not clear that the whole system is crying out for revision."

I'm sorry to be leaving," Wolfe said. Wolfe will be replaced by Professor of Brain and Cognitive Science Steven Pinker. Emilio Bizzi, who chairs the department, explained that it was inappropriate for someone not in the faculty to be teaching such a large course. He said the change came only now because "it took a while for Pinker to get ready" for the switch.

Wolfe will now teach 9.00 for the Concourse program. He said that his new class will have an enrollment of 30-40 students.

"I'm a very low learner. It's not clear how many times the folk from MIT will have to tell me to leave before I get the hint," he joked.
MIT Students!
free admission
to:
“The Wedding March”
By and about women
and for everyone!
performed by
Pregones
(A New York based,
Puerto Rican Theater Collective)

Friday, April 19
10:30 am
round trip transportation
provided to and from:

IBA/ETC

Jorge Hernandez Cultural Center
84 West Newton Street, Boston

Sign up at the Office of the Arts
(E15-205) with you MIT student ID

For information call:
253-4003
927-1731

Sponsored by the
MIT Office of the Arts
&
MIT Theater Section
in collaboration with
IBA Arte y Cultura
**IFC And PanHel Elect Leaders for 1996**

**IFC CABINET:**

- **JUDICIAL COMMITTEE**
  - REVIEW BOARD
    - Erik Seidel, SAE (Chair), Erin Schuster, SH
    - Josh Traumer, PKS (Chair), David Day, SC
    - Mohan Gurunathan, PKS (Chair), Josh Bond, ZP

- **INVESTIGATORS**
  - Heather Henderson
  - Micah Haworthmoe
  - Susan Woodmansee
  - Garrett Shook

- **CAMPUS RELATIONS**
  - Stephanie Zielskiens (Chair), SK
  - Job Keiper
  - Chris Martin
  - Sung Kim
  - Andrew Sung

**NEW MEMBER RELATIONS**

- Michael Greene (Chair), SN
- Norris Vivatr (Chair), PDT
- Joel Morales, Jr.
- Shirley Mihardja
- Amy Kang

- Margaret Tsai
- Lelia Akbarain
- Anita Wu

**PUBLICITY**

- Ira Gerhardt (Chair), AEP
- Nancy Hsiung
- Matthew Chun
- Archaey Gupta
- Orli Bahcall

**SCHOLARSHIP**

- Howard Cheng (Chair), PKT
- Kyle Shen
- Andrew Ovary
- Bill Stadlander

**PHILANTHROPY**

- Ben Moeller (Chair), PKS
- Vikram Varma
- Michael Barbosa
- Mike Fitzgerald

- Ellen Kardas
- Jay Mehta

**PANHELLENIC CABINET:**

- **COMMUNITY SERVICE**
  - Sandy Choi
  - Tam Nguyen
  - Connie Pong
  - Megan Hepler

- **SOCIAL**
  - Kain Shields
  - Sandy Park
  - Liora Falikts
  - Margaret Tsai

- **PUBLIC RELATIONS**
  - Anne Lee
  - Nancy Hsiung
  - Donita Augustine
  - Maryann Sapanara

- **SCHOLARSHIP**
  - Vicki Chin
  - Mary Ann Sapanara

- **AWARDS**
  - Karen Horstmann
  - Anita Junque

---

**IFC New Member Retreat: The New Tradition**

On the weekend of October 20th, sixty members of the Greek community came together on a weekend retreat to discuss their fraternal experiences and problems. The IFC New Member Retreat provided an opportunity for these new members to foster new relationships and build positive commitment with other PSILG's. The retreat was held at a camp in Rhode Island where the New Members were treated to a weekend of games, leadership activities, community service to the campsite, a professional ropes course, and intense discussions.

One of the main issues discussed was that many members were concerned about interfraternal relations and felt as if the houses were too isolated from others. Some felt as if this was a result of stereotypes that have been created by ignorant rumors as well as rivalries during rush. Other issues discussed were hazing, homophobia, racism, alcohol abuse, giving back to the community, and apathy. Through the retreat the New Members realized our goals: Building a better image for the IFC and strive towards unity among the Living Groups. During the following term the Executive Committee plans to make communication between living groups an integral part of IFC.

The 1996 is proof of the strides IFC is taking towards promoting unity. The Cabinet is over 40 members strong. The division of the office of the Vice President has made it possible for the IFC to expand the involvement of the IFC Cabinet Committees. The members of the Cabinet will be dealing with Greek community related activities among other. The Cabinet is as psyched as it has ever been before and ready to take on their tasks.

To the IFC Community:

It is our pleasure to announce that Sandy Yang was elected NEPC Vice President. Congratulations!

As part of our image building program, we hope the **Infocus** will become a useful mean of communicating what is going on in IFC. In this issue you will find an interesting account of the New Member Retreat.

The IFC Executive Committee also took part in the **INFPCNEPC Leadership Conference.** It is our pleasure to announce that Sandy Yang was elected NEPC Vice President. In this issue you will find an interesting account of the New Member Retreat. The New Member Retreat, brainchild of Joseph Lee, has become the focus point of IFC's New Member Standards program. We hope you will find the changes IFC is going through worthwhile and exciting and that your living group will become more interested in contributing to the growth of IFC.

Sincerely,

IFC Executive Committee

---

**IFC 1996: Building Image and Unity**

To the IFC Community:

The IFC Executive Committee welcomes you to an exciting year in IFC. Already we have incorporated some new programs to help us realize our goals: Building a better image for the IFC and strive towards unity among the Living Groups. During the following term the Executive Committee plans to make communication between living groups an integral part of IFC.

The 1996 is proof of the strides IFC is taking towards promoting unity. The Cabinet is over 40 members strong. The division of the office of the Vice President has made it possible for the IFC to expand the involvement of the IFC Cabinet Committees. The members of the Cabinet will be dealing with Greek Week, New Member Leadership Retreat, and campus related activities among other. The Cabinet is as psyched as it has ever been before and ready to take on their tasks.

The IFC Executive Committee also took part in the **INFPCNEPC Leadership Conference.** It is our pleasure to announce that Sandy Yang was elected NEPC Vice President. Congratulations!

As part of our image building program, we hope the **Infocus** will become a useful mean of communicating what is going on in IFC. In this issue you will find an interesting account of the New Member Retreat. The New Member Retreat, brainchild of Joseph Lee, has become the focus point of IFC's New Member Standards program. We hope you will find the changes IFC is going through worthwhile and exciting and that your living group will become more interested in contributing to the growth of IFC.

Sincerely,

IFC Executive Committee

---

For more information, please contact Michael Greene (magreen@mit.edu) or Norris Vivatr (nvivatra@mit.edu).
Dormcon Cites Own Interest in Decisions

Barron sees the situation differently. "In our past experience, if IFC isn't even going to care about the rules we set in Medcomm, what's the point?" he said. Earlier this fall, Dormcon brought a charge at a Medcomm hearing against a fraternity member that walked into East Campus during rush, a violation of rush rules. "The assumptions that Dormcon has made about Medcomm began during this trial," Pride said. "Dormcon simply walked out of the room after refusing to compromise." Jablonski agrees. "The event wasn't resolved to Dormcon's liking. I think this is where a lot of this stems from," she said. "And IFC frustrated with Dormcon's decision to unilaterally sever any relationship with them."

Dormcon officers disagree, however. "Dormcon's decision to pull out of Medcomm is not related to any event," Lakshminarayanan said. Dormcon had been looking into re-engineering itself earlier, she said. None of these actions were "to
It's a connected world.
Do your share.

For 30 ways to help the environment, write Earth Share, 3400 International Drive, NW, Suite 2K (ADJ), Washington, DC 20008.

Introducing Two New Columbia University Programs at Biosphere 2

Biosphere 2 is a mini-campus, world renowned for its 3.15-acre research facility enlisting a collection of diverse ecosystems, from rainforest to desert. On Jan. 1, 1996, Columbia University joined Biosphere 2 to build and guide its research, education and visitor programs. Two new undergraduate programs in the earth and environmental sciences are now offered that immerse students in the multidisciplinary study of the environment and provide a base of environmental knowledge for future decision makers.

SUMMER FIELD COURSE in EARTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE. This six-week, six-credit course gives students practical and state-of-the-art experience in field techniques used in environmental research. Biosphere 2's unique global change research facility, together with the geological and ecological resources close by — including Meteor Crater, the Grand Canyon and the Sonoran Desert — provide a broad view of methods used to understand past, present and future Earth system problems. Course begins May 20, 1996.

EARTH SEMESTER. This four-and-a-half month, 16-credit course of study offers students an integrated approach to the physical, biological and human aspects of the environment. Studying with Earth scientists, biologists, anthropologists, economists and political scientists, students will receive a multi-disciplined view of the natural world and of human society as an agent of environmental change. The program is designed to foster a sense of how to "manage" human activity to maintain or improve quality of life for all species on the planet. Course begins Sept. 1996.

For more information, contact:
Department of Education and Academic Affairs
Biosphere 2 Center, Inc., P.O. Box 689, Oracle, Arizona 85623
(520) 896-6377 FAX: (520) 896-6209
Website: http://www.columbia.edu/biosphere2
E-mail: Biosphere2@usa.net

Question:

What doesn't BRAD PITT's BODY DOUBLE, a consultant from MONITOR, CO., a consultant for BOSTON CONSULTING GROUP, a Research Analyst for FIDELITY INVESTMENTS, and CHAIRMAN of the FEDERAL HOUSING FINANCE BOARD have in Common?

Monday, April 22
5 pm
10-250

Roads Less Traveled: A panel discussion

Career Options for Engineering Majors! Come find out how these alumnae did it. Are you ready to take your career to the next level? JOIN US!

They are all MIT alumnae and they will be all at once.

Answer:
Help Wanted
Earn up to $120/wk by donating your sperm. Must be a healthy male between 19-34 & 5/9 or taller. Call California Cryobank, Inc. at 497-8646 to see if you qualify.

Academic couple seeking woman to enable us to have a child. Compensation $20,000. (800) 718-4450.


For Sale
FAX: (617) 482.3610.

SALES & MARKETING
APARTMENTS
FOR RENT

Suite 307, Dover, DE 19901.

For Sale
Two 2.5" IDE Hard Disk Drives:210 MB - $100. PCMCIA New Media .WAVjammer 16 bit stereo sound card - $150. 508-474-4463.

For Sale
Inventors and Entrepreneurs: Attorney Charles Katz offers patent and related legal services at reasonable rates. Conveniently located in Central Sq. Call 354-3400 or email CBKlaw@ix.netcom.com.

Help Wanted
Get paid for your opinion! Fieldwork Boston, a market research firm, needs college commuters to participate in an upcoming research discussion group to be held in our Prudential Center office. You will be paid $50 in CASH if you participate. This is strictly for market research purposes, and there will be no sales attempts! Please call John (617) 804-2834.

Apartment Referral Needed for our summer interns. Please FAX or mail specific information including: contact name, date of availability, address and cost to: Debbie Pocock, Putnam Investments, One Post Office Square, Boston, MA 02139.

Events
CLASSIFIEDS
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Dormcon, IFC, RCA
Face Common Issues

Dormcon, from Page 16

spite anyone, or to make rush difficulties for other groups," Lakshminarayanan said. "We don’t perceive any conflict. We are just doing what is good for our organization," she said. However, part of “having students govern themselves is that sometimes it is not going to work out the way everyone wants it to, but they participate in resolving conflicts democratically, and hope that the majority of the time people are satisfied," Jablonski said.

Dormcon continues involvement

Decisions that affect students should "not be made by administrators only but should heavily involve student input," Lakshminarayanan said. While it is a positive step that the leadership of Dormcon wants the residence halls to have a more active voice in determining policy, "at the same time this means participating and collaborating with IFC and RCA and not making unilateral decisions," Jablonski said.

"What we are left with right now is the two groups developing separate rules and RCA left two enforce them. This doesn’t make sense to us when have to try to empower students to enforce their own rules," Jablonski said.

Donncon representatives said it "really thought about these new [Judicial Committee] rules for a long time, and will not be having a Medommm next year or the year after. We will not change our mind," Lakshminarayanan said.

This give Dormcon’s Judcomm the authority to undertake judicial proceedings for any individual on campus by itself, Lakshminarayanan said.

This new code has not yet been officially revised, Jablonski said. Dormcon has presented a draft of the code, and "while we are open to considering revising that document, the way it currently read is in direct conflict to our judicial system," she said.

The chorus sings “Bells are Ringing” in the opening scene of the Next House spring show. From left to right: Cathryn A. McNamara ‘96, Christine E. Lee ‘97, Stephanie J. Alfred ‘96, Lan-Chun Chang ‘98, and Raeghan M. Byrne ‘99.

\[\text{FREE TICKETS FOR MIT STUDENTS} \]
From the Council for the Arts at MIT

The Sounds of Silents

Charlie Chaplin's

The Circus

Sunday April 28 8:00pm
Kresge Auditorium

Sign up
IN PERSON ONLY
at the Office of the Arts (E15-205)
Valid MIT student ID required

Special showing of Charlie Chaplin's The Circus with its original score, performed live and conducted by Gillian Anderson. The original music score, composed by Chaplin, was discovered in 1992 by Gillian Anderson in the private archives of the Chaplin home in Switzerland. This will be the first time The Circus has been performed in Boston as Chaplin intended, with his original score played live.

Gillian Anderson is a noted conductor and musicologist, specializing in American music and film music. She has conducted orchestras in Europe, Canada and the US. Her performances have been described as 'brilliant' (The Washington Post) and 'extraordinary' (The New York Times). Because of the special nature of the performance, no one can be admitted after the film has begun.
Women's Ice Hockey Wins McArthur Championships

By Michelle V. Bakkila

The women's ice hockey team finished its season with a bang by winning the McArthur MBA World Hockey Championships, held March 22-24, hosted by Harvard University Business School. The other teams competing were B-schools from Dartmouth and Yale Universities and Holy Cross College.

The MIT team, consisting mostly of first-year players, began the tournament Friday night with a game against Harvard Business School, one of its biggest rivals. After an intense game, they went home with a frustrating 0-0 tie.

Returning Saturday morning, the team faced Dartmouth. While the team's scoring improved, the game again ended in a tie, this time 2-2.

With a record of 0-0-2, the team earned a third seed in the tournament, and faced Yale in a 7 a.m. game Sunday. At the end of regulation play, MIT had tied a third time, 2-2.

Instead of playing a sudden-death overtime, the game went to a best-of-three shootout. With over-time goals scored by Kalpana Mani '99 and Aradhana Narula G, MIT finally won the game, 4-2.

The defensive line played remarkable passing games, controlled the puck in the offensive zone, and rebounded consistently. The defense kept its opponents' goals to a minimum.

Men's Lacrosse Downs Babson in Dramatic Style; Record Now 3-1

By Farrant Sakaguchi

Judging by its first few games, the men's lacrosse team is off to a good start. It won its most recent game Sunday in sudden-death against Babson College, 7-6.

The team started the game slowly, giving up three quick goals in the first quarter. Though it battled back to within one to 4-5 with five seconds left in the third, Babson was able to put one in to end the third quarter to make the score 4-6.

Behind, the team came out hard in the fourth quarter. Jason Prest '96 wanted to try again led with five. Not far behind were Philip Donchek '96 and Joe Bishop '97 with four and three goals, respectively. Tom Barber '97 finally won the game, 4-2.

The only loss of the new season was to Wheaton College. The team gave up six goals in the first quarter. That deficit sunk them too deep to launch a comeback, and they lost, 7-2.

Although Hectors and Mills each had three goals and Donchek had one, overall play was poor.

The team's next game is at home Saturday against Western New England College.

UPCOMING HOME EVENTS

Saturday, April 13
Men's Lacrosse vs. Western New England College, 11:00 a.m.
Baseball vs. U.S. Coast Guard Academy, 12:00 p.m.
Men's Lightweight Crew vs. U.S. Coast Guard Academy, 10:45 a.m.
Varsity Sailing for Geiger Trophy, 11:30 a.m.
Women's Softball vs. Smith College, 1:00 p.m.

Sunday, April 14
Golf vs. Springfield College and Brandeis University, 1:00 p.m.
Varsity Sailing at Tech Invitational, 11:30 a.m.

Monday, April 15
Men's Lacrosse vs. Clark University, 4:00 p.m.